Transformed cells have lost control of ribosome number through their growth cycle.
Previous studies on the synthesis and function of the protein synthetic machinery through the growth cycle of normal cultured hamster embryo fibroblasts (HA) were extended here to a series of four different clonal lines of polyoma virus-transformed HA cells. Under our culture conditions, these transformed cells could enter a stationary phase characterized by no mitotic cells, very low rates of DNA synthesis, and arrest in a post-mitotic pre-DNA synthetic state. Cellular viability was initially high in stationary phase but, unlike normal cells, transformed cells slowly lost viability. The rate of protein synthesis in the stationary phase of the transformed cells fell to 25-30% of the exponential rate. Though this reduction was similar to that seen in normal cells, it was accomplished by different means. The specific reduction in the ribosome complement per cell to values below that of any cycling cell seen in normal cells, was not seen in any of the transformed lines. This observation, which implies a loss of normal control of ribisome synthesis through the growth cycle after transformation, was confirmed in normal Chinese hamster embryo fibroblasts and transformed CHO cell lines. Normal control of ribosome synthesis was restored in L-73 and LR-73, growth control revertants of one of the transformed CHO lines. The transformed lines reduced their protein synthetic rates in stationary phase either by a greater reduction in the proportion of functioning ribosomes than that seen in normal cells or by a decrease in the elongation rate of functioning ribosomes; the latter effect was not seen in the normal cells. A model for growth control of normal cells and its derangement in transformed cells is presented.